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Advanced Range Telemetry (ARTM) Systems Integration at the
Air Force Flight Test Center

James R. Briggs
Air Force Flight Test Center

ABSTRACT

The aeronautical telemetry frequency spectrum is continually shrinking. More and more government
frequencies are being sold to telecommunications companies. To make matters worse, more complicated
weapons systems are spurring the demand for higher data rates. The telemetry infrastructure is
struggling to meet these demands as the equipment continues to age and is, in some cases, no longer
supported by the manufacturer. The loss of portions of the aeronautical frequency spectrum has had
significant effects at Edwards. Increasing scheduling conflicts and mission cancellations are rapidly
becoming a fact of life.

This paper describes the scope of the Advanced Range Telemetry Integration and Support (ARTM I&S)
program as it begins to integrate ARTM-developed products into the existing telemetry infrastructure at
the Air Force Flight Test Center (AFFTC). This paper will discuss the infrastructure upgrades required
in order to continue supporting test and evaluation missions. Numerous challenges will be addressed
including the shrinking aeronautical frequency spectrum, aging telemetry infrastructure, and the demand
for higher data rates. Possible solutions will be discussed to address the growing spectrum encroachment
issue.
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INTRODUCTION

ARTM I&S is an improvement and modernization program that will address spectrum issues at the
AFFTC. This program started in fiscal year 2001 and is scheduled to end in fiscal year 2006. The
primary spectrum issues are 1) the impact of the sell-off of spectrum used for test and evaluation at the
AFFTC, 2) the demand for higher data rates in the midst of losing spectrum, 3) the crowding in the
remaining spectrum, 4) the scheduling issues and 5) the aging TM infrastructure.

Existing systems need to be evaluated to see if they can be replaced by new systems that do not use
radio frequencies (RF). The most obvious approach is not to use RF at all. For example, fiber optics and
laser data links may possibly be used to replace microwave links.

However, it is expected that most systems will continue to use RF therefore improving spectrum
utilization in the existing bands is a must. In order to fit more Simultaneous users in the remaining
spectrum, spectral efficiency must be improved and the telemetry infrastructure must be upgraded. As
more users utilize the spectrum, improved scheduling techniques must be implemented in order to
resolve conflicts rapidly.

Integrating solutions is another challenge since more and more mission scenarios span multiple ranges
and require more commonality and interoperability between ranges. Finding a technical solution seems



to be just the tip of the iceberg as solutions need to be coordinated and agreed upon not only by
organizations within the AFFTC but also at neighboring ranges such as the Naval Air Warfare Center
Weapons Division at China Lake and Point Mugu, California. Fortunately, organizations such as the
Range Commanders Council (RCC), working groups with neighbor ranges, and even the International
Telemetering Conference provide excellent forums to make it easier to coordinate and share solutions to
today’s frequency spectrum challenges.

SPECTRUM CHALLENGES

Loss of Spectrum
Part of Upper S-Band (2310-2360 MHz) has been reallocated for commercial use. More of Upper S
(2385-2390 MHz) will be reallocated by 2005. Upper L-Band (1755-1850 MHz) is being studied and
may be reallocated for commercial use. Telecommunication companies developing third-generation
wireless devices have indicated that spectrum below 3000 MHz is ideal for their purpose.

Demand for Higher Data Rates
The high cost of test and evaluation missions have pushed high-priority and weapons systems programs
to demand more data per mission thus increasing to improve their cost-effectiveness per mission. This
results in use of even more spectrum in a spectrum-limited environment. The requirement to use video
links also does not help the situation.

Spectrum Crowding
Due to spectrum crowding, instances of reassigning users in S-Band have risen. Range Control Officers
(RCO) frequently check frequency assignments multiple-times per day, on the day prior, and the day of
the mission to verify that mission frequencies are still available. AFFTC RCO’s frequently use the
Integrated Frequency Deconfliction System (IFDS) to accomplish this task. Real-time technical and
ground support type of problems typically causes time slips, which exacerbates the spectrum-crowding
problem.

Scheduling Issues
Inadvertent use of frequencies has been known to cause interference problems between users. There
have been instances where range users assume complete ownership of frequencies based on their
priority. This leads to unscheduled use of frequencies, which is a common cause of interference
problems. Even with the tools available, there still seems to be a lack of coordination locally and
between ranges. Inconsistencies also exist with scheduling processes.

An Outdated and Aging TM Infrastructure
The TM infrastructure is struggling to keep pace with these events, as more data is required per mission
to reduce program costs. In some cases, data requirements are exceeding the capacity of the TM
equipment. The manufacturers no longer support some of the TM equipment. This has lead personnel to
cannibalize some equipment in order to continue to support missions.

The lack of tunable transmitters has limited the flexibility of range users. However, “Tunable” is often
interpreted in different ways. Some take it to mean the capability to modify transmitter frequencies prior
to a mission and also prior to closing up the test article’s panels while some expect it to be the capability
to modify frequencies even at the very last minute prior to take-off. It would be advantageous to have
the capability to modify frequencies at the very last minute prior to take-off.



REQUIREMENTS

The main requirement of the ARTM I&S program is to address spectrum issues to enable the AFFTC to
continue to support test and evaluation customers. This will be accomplished by determining which
systems can continue to use RF and which ones can be replaced by non-wireless RF systems.

Spectrum utilization of the existing RF systems should be improved. This can be done by improving the
spectral efficiency, upgrading the telemetry infrastructure, migrating out of congested bands, and
improving the scheduling system. It is expected that over the next 2 to 3 years, more ARTM I&S
requirements will be identified and added. The requirements described in this paper are only meant to be
top-level requirements. Improving spectral efficiency will be accomplished by integrating bandwidth
efficient modulation schemes developed by the ARTM program.

The telemetry infrastructure at the AFFTC needs to be upgraded over the next 5 years. The primary
areas of concern are the receiver, antenna, and data communication systems. These systems will need to
be upgraded to be capable of handling higher data rates required by our customers. These systems are
currently limited to 5 Mbps and some of these systems are past their life cycle but are continuing to
support missions at the AFFTC.

Scheduling techniques need to be improved and refined to address the limited spectrum situation. There
is a need for a scheduling tool that identifies frequency conflicts and actively resolves it. This tool must
also be common to all the ranges to be effective. Supporting the integration of frequency deconfliction
systems and supporting the migration of TM users from S-Band to L-Band will lead to improved
spectrum utilization.

ARTM US Scope Diagram

The diagram below shows the thought process that led to the identification of ARTM I&S projects. It is
also used to ensure that projects stay focused and address spectrum issues. A “*” means a project will be
established to capture requirements.

ARTM I&S Roadmap

This roadmap shows the projects required to address spectrum issues at the AFFTC. This roadmap is
broken down further into sub-roadmaps that are not shown here. The sub-roadmaps identify which
ground sites need to be modified and when they will be modified.

Project Descriptions

Frequency Assignment Modifications
The purpose of this project is to assist the transition of systems that have had or will have modifications
to their frequency assignments. The scope of this project includes resolving issues that arise as a result
of the transition. Close coordination with users, other ranges, and their respective RCC groups will be
necessary to ensure the success of this project.

Currently, ARTM I&S is supporting the migration from S-Band (2310-2390 MHz) back to L-Band
(1435-1525 MHz). ARTM I&S is also actively resolving the L-Band/Global Positioning System
interference issues as users are moved to L-Band. This project will utilize the solutions generated from
the ARTM studies. Knowledge gained from this effort will be used to migrate other users under the
Airborne Systems Upgrades project.



Figure 1.  ARTM I&S Scope Diagram

Figure 2.  ARTM I&S Roadmap



Improved Scheduling Techniques
Improved Scheduling Techniques will address the frequency scheduling challenges. Implementing better
tools and techniques, and implementing better methods to improve inter-range coordination will
accomplish this.

Improved Scheduling Techniques is currently supporting the implementation of the Integrated
Frequency Deconfliction System (IFDS). IFDS is an ARTM-developed web-based scheduling tool that
highlights scheduling conflicts. This tool is not yet automated to the point where it resolves conflicts;
however, ARTM plans to make this tool more intelligent in the next phase. ARTM I&S will support the
implementation of new capabilities for IFDS in the future. Recently, the ARTM I&S program supported
the integration of the IFDS at two area frequency coordinator sites in the western United States. ARTM
I&S will continue to track updates from this ARTM effort and continue to support future integrations.

Buy-in from the range users and other ranges is critical to make this scheduling tool effective. New tools
and techniques must be coordinated to get users to agree on its use. Inter-range scheduling conflicts will
need to be resolved by following a common process that takes into account the priorities of the
individual test programs.

Bandwidth Efficient Modulation
Bandwidth Efficient Modulation will implement bandwidth efficient modulation schemes that provide at
least 2:1 over current methods. The intent is to integrate non-proprietary technology, using open
standards, and commercially available products.

Currently, plans are being made to integrate Feher’s Quadrature Phase Shift Keying (FQPSK); a
modulation scheme that provides a 2:1 improvement over Pulse Coded Modulation/Frequency
Modulation (PCM/FM) techniques. New modulation schemes such as Multi-h Continuous Phase
Modulation (CPM) could possibly be integrated a few years down the road. Other viable alternatives
will be tracked to determine their applicability and if they can be captured by this program.

FQPSK is viewed as a step towards the non-proprietary technology. Other non-proprietary modulation
schemes that provide efficient modulation will be integrated at a later date. There are a few concerns
regarding this effort. Since many of today’s mission profiles span multiple ranges, commonality and
interoperability will need to be considered.

Receiver System Upgrades
One of the main drivers for this program is the demand for higher data rates. Demand for higher data is
caused by the greater dependence on telemetry to control the cost of testing by making each test flight as
productive as possible. Receiver systems must be upgraded to take advantage of newly developed
efficient modulation techniques that lead to an increase in simultaneous users within the allocated
spectrum. Upgrading receiver systems is also a must due to the fact that existing receivers are obsolete
which creates numerous maintenance issues at the AFFTC.

Antenna System Upgrades
Antenna System Upgrades will upgrade all antenna systems used for operations at the AFFTC. As
modifications are made to the TM ground segment, it is anticipated that antenna systems will need to be
upgraded due to changes in the link margin. Some of the antenna system components are also rapidly
approaching the end of their life-cycle.



Alternative Band/Technology Assessments
The goal of Alternative Band/Technology Assessments is to identify what alternatives exist to replace
wireless RF systems with non-RF systems, what alternative frequency bands are feasible for
aeronautical TM use, and what alternative technologies are feasible to augment or replace TM systems.
An upgrade to the TM infrastructure would then follow.

Currently, several technologies have been identified for further evaluation. Wireless technology such as
Third Generation wireless or 3G, satellite communications, and laser data links will be evaluated.
Recently, a wireless working group was formed with members from the 412 Test Wing and NASA
Dryden Flight Research Center in California to share knowledge on wireless technologies.

Other frequency bands such as C and Ku-band will also be evaluated to determine if it is feasible for
aeronautical TM. This project also includes tracking new developments such as ARTM’s Packetized
Telemetry effort and the Real-Time Telemetry Networks (RTTN) project.

Airborne System Upgrades
Airborne System Upgrades is a series of projects that upgrades airborne systems in order to continue
supporting missions at the AFFTC. Existing transmitters need to be replaced by bandwidth efficient
transmitters to reduce TM spectrum crowding. Airborne data recorders will be upgraded to reduce the
amount of data sent through the TM links. This project will also support the migration of S-Band users
back to L-Band.

Flight Termination Systems
New Flight Termination Systems (FTS) are being developed with enhanced capabilities. There is a
possibility that FTS will be reassigned to a different band due to existing conflicts. The FTS
infrastructure needs to be upgraded to implement new capabilities and address spectrum issues,

Data Communication Upgrades
Data Communication Upgrades will implement selected options to replace existing systems with non-RF
technology. Upgrades will also be made to the data communications segment of the TM infrastructure to
ensure that high data rates are supported.

CONCLUSION

ARTM I&S is a complex integration program. Due to the current situation of potentially losing more
spectrum and having to modify system frequency assignments, it is inevitable that more requirements
will surface in the near future. Integrating solutions to address spectrum encroachment issues will be
increasingly challenging as rapid technological advances make it difficult for, our end users to decide
which technology to buy into.

it is likely that this program will not resolve all spectrum encroachment issues; however, it will provide
a set of solutions to enable the AFFTC to continue to support test and evaluation customers. Close
coordination of ARTM I&S activities with end users, neighbor ranges, and the RCC is a must in order to
make this program successful.
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DEFINITIONS

Multi-h CPM Multi-h Continuous Phase Modulation is a bandwidth efficient modulation scheme
providing a 3:1 improvement over PCM/FM

FQPSK Feher’s Quadrature Phase Shift Keying is a bandwidth efficient modulation scheme
providing a 2:1 improvement over PCM/FM

IFDS Integrate Frequency Decon iction System is a web-based frequency deconfliction tool
that identifies frequency scheduling conflicts.

RTTN Real-Time Telemetry Networks is a Department of Defense project that will provide
wireless telemetry networks.

3G 3G stands for the third generation of wireless communication technology. It refers to
improvements in wireless data and voice communications through any of a variety of
proposed standards.
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